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tXECUTIVE SUMMARY

'This report is the fourth in a series of reports /Submitted)
ft

/S

to the Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) og the ,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (DHEW) in tesponse
to RFP 147-78-HEW-05.* The goals of the contract; awarded
to Kalba Bowen Associates in September 1978, were to (1) review
and evaluate the irst-year activities of'OTP's-Telecommunications
Program; (2) 'de lop approaches...for evaluating individual
demonstration pro'ecte in the future; (3) identify factors _
that haVe an influenceon_the-Successful institutionalization

and-transfer-of innovative uses of telecommunidations; and (4)
provide information on which to base future actions for Program
development and offer recommendations, concerning future roles

,

for the program.

This report, prepared in response to goal three, examines
whith factors promote or deter the,institutionalization of
demonstration projects in the public service field. ,AlternatiVe
strategies ,for institutionalization-and innovation.diffusion

,

are examined. Barriers to successful institutionalization and.
transfer are idefitified through 'a review of the literature on
-demonstration ,projects conducted by other.,programs and agencies.
Institutionalization-related results of a survey of recent
public service experiments and demonstrdtions then are'examined.
Based On these reviews, several options for the DREW program
are identified.

Other reports resulting from Kalba Bowen Associates' research
include:

Evaluation of Telecommunications Demonstration Projects
and Recommendations to tie DHEW Telecommunications'°
Demonstration Program, ExecutiveSummaxv Report '#146-01

Evaluation of Telecommunications Demonstration Projects
and Recommendations to the DHEW Telecommunications
Demonstration Program, Summary RepOrt, #146-02

Planning and Evaluating Telecommunications Demonstration
Projects and Assessing the Costs,of Telecommunications
Demonstration Projects, Final. Report #146-03.

/ Durig the preparation of the final reports, OTP was
moved from DHEW to the Departpent of Education. .While,
in some cases, the_impacts of this move are discussed
within the context of the reports; we have chosen'for
the most part to refer to OTP/DHEW since this 'was the
location of the Telecommunications Demonstration Program
at the time of our i-esearch.
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`I°. tivriorgycrioN.

This report addresies two queStionk.. st, what

actors, promOte.or deter the_institutioializa ion ancVfrans,fer

of demonstration' projects in ,the public servi e field?, Secondly,,

how might.the inbi.ghts gained ftipm examining a suers to
this firsi question,be used in shiping OTP/DHE s overall

deionstration.sttategy?'

This report' is alto intenaed to assist OTP DHEt4 in

resolving some of the spedific issues concerning the

-future of the demonstratiOn iprogram. These iss es inc lude,

bUt are' not limited to; the following:

,should the program be open to a wide
range of demonStration,proposals,or
should it have'a more specific fodus

. (e.g. with respect to technology,,num-
bet or type of applicgtions, selection
of sites or grantees, etc.) ?

should the,demonstrationsbe limited
-to' a one- or two-y'ear period or be
seen as part of a longer process
including, possibly, planning, demon-

, stration, review:and evaluation, im-,
plementation, dissemination and diffu-
sion phases?

ehould'local matching funds be's.
requirement for all or some demonstra-
tion grants (at all or some .phases of
the process)?0

what other roles, if any, besides grant
selection, funding and evaluation should
OTP/DHEW undertake in support of the
demOnstration program (e.g. technical,
assistance,' information dissemination
and referral, support 'of "networking,"
etc.) ?



.

In relating 'our findings to these specific issues, .,

we do not want to imply, that other perspectives should

be excluded in shaping the. Demonstratipn Program,.., The,
s-

fact that:a demonstration'proiect is (or is not) converted

into an operational program is only one measure of its

impact. Other.objectives Of the Demonstration Program ,

could include, for example:

the, generation of information dri the
costs and/or benefits bf telecommunica-
tions-supported public service delivery; 1/

the development of local skills in the
utilization of telecommunications-suppoit-
ed delivery modes, which may or may not,
correspond to the local institutionali-
zation of a given demonstration;

the creation of broader professional-or
public awareness of the potential role
of.telecommunicapions.in public service

the use of'telecommunications technology -
as a catalyst for changing or improving,
other aspects of public service delivery;

the'development of new institutional
relationships (e.g. federal/local, among.
local agencies, or between OTP/DHEW and
other DHEW units), which may or 'may not
have short-term "institutionalizatiOn"
payoffs.

At the same tiMe, "institutionalization" is one

1/
By this measure{ a demonstration that is not institu;-
tiorialized because the telecommunications delivery mode
is evaluated as not cost effective can be .considered a
"success."



legitiMate .objective for-the demonstration prpc ram.

the following sections, we. will (1) examine. alternative

strategies gpr,encouraging institutionalization; (2)
.

review research on barriers
,

to Anstitutionalization of

telecommunications-baSed service delivery; .43).

1,- .

).
.

resinstitutionalization-trelated 'ults in recent public
-

. .

service experiments and demonstfaitions; :and (4) discuss
. ,

the implications of these findings fol. 0TP/DHEW' s demon-

siration program.



2.0 STRATEGIES FOR INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND TRANSFER

In general terms, a demonstration project that is

designed to introduce an innovative service approach is

'institutionalized once it bedbmes a-routine activity in
.

.one
1

or more organizations. As Yin, suggests, there

area number of signs that typically accompany institu-

tionalization, for example:

4 ..,
the demonstration project b ecomes a
formal program, possibly with its own.
line item in the agency's budget;

the innovative approach is continued
even after)my personnel involved in
the demonstration leave the agency or
take other responsibilities;

personnel,associated with the intro-
duction of the new approach arepro-
moted or otherwise rewarded;

an ongoing training program is esta-
blished to introduce new -practitioners
to the innovative approach;

o 'Ithere is growth inthe use of the new
approach in the demonstration agency

and/or other organizations..

It should be noted, however that institutionalization :-

does not mean that the 'innovative approach has been proven
,

. - to be, cost -beneficial' compared to a more conventional
.

approac . It simply signifies-that the innovative approach

(

2/-- See Robert K. Yin,, Changing Urban Bureaucracies:
New Practices Beoome'Routinized, The Rand Corp-
oration, Santa- Monicac'CA, March; 1978.

/'

I
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has. been adopted on an ongoing basis by the demonstration

agency or some other organization(s). Additionally, insti-

tutionalization should not be equated with "diffusion,"

since it is possible for a service innovation to be adopted-

'by the-demonstration agency but nowhere else. 3/
1

2..1 Institutionalization Modes and Cycles

InstAutionalization can occur in la dumber ofways.

Generically, at least five2optionsare possible:
.

1) .the demonstration project becomes an
ongoing program within the demonstration.
agency; 4

2) the project is institutionalized by some
other part of the demonstration agency;

3) , an'outsid agency adopts the service
4+.

d4livery innovation on a regular basis; .

4) a consortium (possibly including the
demonstration agency) institutionalizes
the innovation; and

5) a new agency is created to provide the
innovative service.

1

-

In addition, a demonstration project can lead to ot er

demonstrations, which in .turn are institutionalized.

Awareness of these institutionalization options can
a

be important for the selection of demonstration projects.

3/ Sdme of the differences between institutionalization
of an innovation and its diffusion or transfer will
be discussed in Section 3.4 below.

1
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For instance, an agency which has numerous "branches," such

as a state health department vfith multiple'clinics, could
,

institutionalize a service innov tion more easily than a

single agency - -- all of er things eing equal. There would

simply be more choices in finding a suitable setting for
.4

institutionalization. Of course, things are not always'

equal. For formal or informal reasons) the multi-branch

agency may not allow one branch to deliver services in an

"idiosyncratic" mannh, howeve,r innovative the approach may

bels,.It may also take longer.to arrive at a policy decision

in the multi-branch agency, particularly if it is larger,

older, and more prodedure-oriented than the single-branch

agency.

r

.These.considerations notwithstanding, it may be important

to take an agency's structural constraints and resources

into account in selecting demonstration projects. When

combined with other criteria, such as the agency's:record'

in adopting service innovations in the past, or its budgetary

resources, these structural-aspects may provide an initial,

clue, to the likelihoOd of institutionalilation..
,

A related factor is where the agency stands with

respect to the bureaucratic,growth-bycle. As Downs and

others have pointed.out young-agencies are more likely to

seek new functions and responsibilities, whereas mature,

bureaucradies may be more concerned with simply,preserving

10



their position in a federal,state or local government

system.4/ YoungerlatiCies are also more likely to reward

individuals with the initiative to carry forward service

innovations, a factor that is important in the adoption Of

innovations. On the other hand, (-younger agencies are less

likely to be multi-branch or have extensive, external ties,
A

which may be constraints on institutionalization.

2.2 TheService Innovation Process
9

While it is useful to contemplate alternative routes

to institutionalization, the mere existence of one or more

alterhatives will not insure institutionalization. What

is required for an innovation is a complex coalescence of

resources,. not entirely dissimilar from what occurs in the

private sector when anew product or system is introduced.

Awareness of the innovation must be generated, interest

must be aroused, experimental usage must be facilitated,

authority figures -- whether sparts notables, political
OF

leaders, or technical consultants -- must be willing to

endorse the product or system, and the whole process must

be well managed.

Moreover, the resources brought to bear in insti -

tutionalizing an innovation are quite different in many

cases from those used in the demonstration phase. Idea-

-21 Anthony Downs, Inside Bureaucracy (Boston:, Little,,
Brown & Co., 1967) .



4 4,

generation, proposal development, staff recruitment, selec7

tive outreach, sehice'reorganization, and.the'procurement and

use of subcontractors are key elements in the demonstration

phase. In .contrast budgeting, authoiization, job specifi-

cati(pn, professional acceptance, routine outreach, and

service management are the overriding functions in the

institutionalizatioh phase. In the process, the role

local authorities and agencies is'also likely .to increase.

0

At the demonitration phase, -the demonstration unit is

likely to require the following local support: (1) author--

ization to submit the Prop6sal; (2) the freedom to conduct

the project unhampered by regillatoryor bureaucratic con-

sraints; and' (3) oc asion(al assistance inA.mplementing

the. demonstration, suc as the referral of clients, or the

use of facilities. For institutionalization to occur, .a .

number of other forms of lodal,support Must be available,

including: (1) willingness of other units or aglvlies to .

.forego budgetary resources allocated to'the servi44 inno-

vatlonl. 12) permgnent allocatibn of facilities .to'

the service innovation'; (3) ongoing cooperation; and

(4) ongoing support by local Political authorities, pro-
.

fessional or 'labor organizations; thirdlarty payment

institutions and the user community.

Similarly, if an attempt is made to go beyond the

initial local institutionalization of the service.innova-



tion its 4ansfer to multiple location; .(including

of resources 'and rela-

tionshiPs must be brought into,play. vThe cooperation of

disseminators of.the innovative objectives and practices

must be obtained; wider interest in, the service innovation

by service agenciee, Profedsional associations' and user

groupil must be secured; and eval ations indicating the

appropriateapplication and

vation need to be circulated. In a ition, the 6ailability

of technical land software resources on a more widespread.
4

.basis must km ensured. F. a ly, federal support may need

to be made available, either from the original,demonstratica

funder or from ptogram agencies operating in the same sek.4

vide environment sas the serviceinnovation, so, that the.

innovative approach can tested-and Ultimately institia-

tionilize4 in other settings.

2.3 .Participants in Service innovation

The changes in activities 'and responsibilities pre-

viously discussed can also be examined from the perspective

of asking who participates in the service innovation process.

Firsti despite the important roles of obvious participants,

such as the Aemonstration unit, that part of the demonstra-

tion_ agency directly involved.in introducing the service

innovation, and the demonstration funding agency, a-number '

of other players must also be inyolved. These include the
I -



demonstration agency, political authorities,, equipment

supplier& and professional associations, Among others.

Secondly, the importance ofcaTgiven.player's.participation

can cha4e from one phase to another. kiir example, national

associations normally play a minor role, if any, during the

demonstration and institutionalization phases but could be

critical participants in'the.tranS.fer of the innovation to

other settings. Thirdly, the number of participants with

.a key role to play often increases from the demonstration

phase to the institutionalization phase and from the insti-

tutionalzdtion phase to the transfer phase.

Exhibit.1 illustrate& these points by indicdting

which players may have,a primary role in each of the thre#
La-.1%).--

phases. The specific listings presented in the table are

not definitive, since the specific nature of the service

innovation, the original demonbtration unit, and the'i4sti-
i

tutionalization or transfer strategy being pursued/, could

alter the player mix. Nonetheless it provides an overview

of the complex participation process often required in,.

.moving-an innovation from demonstration to t ansfer.

The greater number of potential par" ipants in the

institutionalization and transfer phases/Of service inno-
,

vatio9(is a reflectioh, in part, of the/greatet degree of

inter-institutional cOordination'that may be required.

While initiating and implementing a demonstration4projeot

10



PARTICIPANTS IN'THE SERVICE INNOVATION PROCESSe

PHASES'

PARTICIPANTS NSTRATION ,-CkJERATIONAL

Service Innovators

Demonstration'Unit

Demonstration Agency

Local Service Agencies
.

.0TP/DHEW'

Service Providers

Service Recipients

Grant Applicants?

Communications Suppliers

Equipment Suppliers'

Communications Carriers

"Soitware" Suppliers

Equipment Industry

"Software" Industry

Other Subcontractors

Policy/Colmnunity Support

Federal Authorities

State/Local:

Communications Regulators

'Professional Associations

Labor Unions

User Interest Groups

General Public (local)

General Public (non-local)

Other Participants

Payment Organizations

Private Service Agencies

Professional Schools
DHEW Agencies (non-07)

Federal Agencies (non-DHEW)

Press/Media



nvolves the developme* of numerous working relationshipe;

m st'of these areHinernall only a few are external,'slich

as those between the demonstration'agency and the equipment

plier. By contrast, institutionalization and transfersu

are\likely to require the development of strong relation-
,

,

ships with a greater number of external groups and organ+

izatiOns, ranging from professional associations and local

political authorities to the media Ad third party payment

institutions. At the same .time, the number of relationshipi

that will come into play can depend on the particular;ixIsti=

tutionalization or transfer strategy that is being pursued.'

,ome strategies may require a small" f participants

others many participants:

.4 Institutionalization and Transfer

In the remainder of this section we will outline W few

of the strategies that can be pursued, whether explic.itly or

implicitly, in achieving inptitutionalization and transfer.

Our list is not exhaustive, but is simply meant to suggest

the'range of strategy- options and some of the implications

of specific strategies. In general terms, these can be

5/
"Strategy" may be too strong a word here, since we
suspect that many cases involve little conscious
decision-making at a strategic level. Nonetheless,
organizations attempting to institutionalize or
transfer a service innovation do pursue certain
tactics rather than 'others. The mix of tactics
employed, and the relationships these tactics gen-
erate, can be termed a strategy.

12 16



divided, into

strategies.

4

institutiOnalization strategies and transfer

The former are usually aimed at turning a

demonstration-project into an 'operational' program at an:.

agency partiCipating id the demonstration. The latter

usually seek to diffuse the service innovation beyond the

immediate institutional context of the demonstration-
'

project. 6/

Examples of institutionalization strategies are the

following :.

The Local Agency Approach. This reptesent's
the simplest case where a local demonaEra-
tion agency attempts tO turn the innovative
Vroject into an ongoing program. The strat-
egy may involve building political and
budgetary support among municiparleaders,
collaborating viithiother local service
agencies, and soliciting the blessing of
localuser interest groups. Local media may
also Olay a role.

The State Agency Approach. A state agency
'. may have a greater choice of sites where,
the service innovation can be institu-
tionalized, but it may be more difficult
to forge relationships with equipment or
software suppliers an91 service providers,
especially if a larger-scale or multi-site
program is

. /

-- A key issue in the case of transfer strategies is
*whether to collapse the institutionalization' and
'transfer phases into one or whethe'r to wait until
the service.innovation has been institutionalized
in oneNor more sites before attempting its transfer.
on a more widespread basis.



A Consortium, Strategy.. It may be .harder to --
organize a-congortitmk :pecause, of:the', differ-,
ing :6bjec*iVed .6f-the Varticipants. .. once' ,
opere,tional; hOweveir,:.he program may have
at. greater) Ohance.Of sa*Aval-sitice,t no single
budgetaryi..decision 'ter-
mination, bitheF.:hand,; decision-
making "by coMmiItee" 'Could stymie the devel-;
opment and Spread. of program.

innovation transfer

is possible to identify ? a, n_u er of possible

strategies:

The Private Sector Strategy. Key players 'in
this case are likely to be 'private profit. or
non-profit service agencies, tomiunications
carriers or software suppliers,, private ser
vice agencies as well as payment organizations,
regulators (competitors may want the service
curtailed) the media, and Service recipients.
The transfer process -is relatively immune from
political influence bat may not involve the
servide q,roups with the greatest need.

Pederal/State Collaboration. A new program
is launched 'with partial federal funding
and state-level administration. The cooper-
ation of professional associationar public
sector associations, publjc sector unions, ,'user interest groupi, and local service
agencies may be critical. Presamably,, one
or more federal agencies 1./ou.ld be involved,
creating Rotential jurisdictional conflicts.

Innovation-oriented "Networking." The
initiative here is taken by a loose coalition
of service providers who have been stimulated
by exposure to the innovative service delivery
concept through conferences, professional
schokls, informal contacts, etc. Short-term
succs may be limited by the lack of specific
funding programs, but the opAn-endedness of
the strategy can have, some longer-term payoffs
as links are formed With federal or local.
authorities, service agencies, professional
associations, user interest groups; and/or
the media. Entry of members of the network
into the private sector can also stimulate
developments there.



Again, the above descriptions are pieant to be brief,

'selective sketchea. Howevei, theyilo.suggetit soMe'ofthe.
4

alternative directiond, that institutionalization and trans-

fer e'fforts'can take.. Each strategy involves multiple
I

participants but in differing'cdhfigurations and with

different feCal points. UnfortunateZy, little is known
t

.

about, the app*p4iateness of the various strategies for

telecommunicatiOns-supported social service delivery.'

good deal of judgmental decision-making must inevitably go

into selecting a strategy for a given situation.' What 'is.

certain, however, is that the federal role depends on

which strategy is being pursued.

The issue of appropriate federalroles in demonstra-

tion projects will be pusued in the final section of this

report, following a review of specific barriers to institu-

tionalization and several case studies in the demonstration

and implementation of telecommunications-based service

innovations.

19
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3.4, RESEARCH ON 'BARRIERS"TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION

I

..

To obtain a better sense of the opportunities and

limitations inherent in different service adoption strat-

:egies,.it is important to.underdtandthe:Constraints%

inhe;ent in service innovation. ln this-section we will

examine several recent studies of the service innovation

process which attempt to 4.solate key barx4ers and/or fac-
$

'tors affecting successful adoptions. Not all of the studies

ag on every point; nonetheless, a body.of knowledge on

the complekitie institutionalization is being developed

and isworth reviewing for our purposes.

The six studies we will'review are the following:

Baer, W.S., L.L. Johnson, E.W. Merrow,,
Analysis of Federally Funded Demonstration'
Projects, prepared for the Experimental
Technology Incentives Program, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, R-1926-DOC, Santa Monica,
CA: The Rand Corporation, April, 1976.

The goal of this study was to formulate guide-.
lines for federal agencies in improving the
planning, implementation, monitoring, evalua-
tion, and dissemination of results of future'
demonstration projects.4.Analysis focussed o
an examination of 24 completed demonstration
projects spanning a wide range of federal
agencies, technologies; and project charaCter-

,In order to qualify, projects had to
include private business either as the intended.
adopters or :manufacturers of the'technology,
thus excluding projects aimed at social change-.
or requiring ongoing federal assistance.

,e Berman', P. and M.W. McLaughlin, Federal Pro-
grams Supporting Educational Change, Volume
IV: The Findings in Review (April 1975) and



Vaunts VIII:. Inplementin' and Sustaining
InnovatiOrkeirity 1978) ePatecflor the,
b.8:;Office, f Educati. Department of
Health, Educat4ein aR4, Wet re, R-15891-8tW,

1 Santa,Monica, CAI 41,01.0ri COrPOration.

This multi-year, two phase study Was don-
dmcted"to analyze the ev01 tion of federally
funded progrAme designed::t6, introduce and
spread itInoVative practice0 in Public.
schools. The i.first phase .,of the research
examined f91.1r4e4eral change agent programs
to identify Oatrstrategied and conditions
Promote 94ange-ihschoolai'the'second phase
examined theAnstitutionaland'projeet fac-
tors that cOntribute.to '0214 continuation
,and,incdrP9rAtiOn\of a. project.once.federal
fianding termi#ated.' Findin0 are based on
surveY-datat'011ected same-

* ple of 293 change agent prOjects, 29
detailed case 'Istudies and.interviews with
federal project coordinatOia..

Dordick, H.S. and. R.J. GolaMan, Telecommu-
,

- nications andlrocational' Rehabilitation:
Barriers to Utilization by 'State' Agencies,
prepared for the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and 22-$59035/9-01,
;Los Angeles,' CA: University of Southern
California, 1978.

The purpose of the study was to assess the
barriers'to effective utilization of tele-
communications technologies,by state voca-
tional"rehabilitatiOn agencies. Data was
collected through over 130 personal tele-
phone interviews with vocational rehabilita-
tion prOfessionals, telecommunications
experts, handicapped individuals and others
involved with social service/telecommunica-
tions applications'. Interviews were
supplemented by a national Alail survey of
state and private rehabilitation agencies.

Also, H.S. Dordick and R.J.,Goldman, "Socia
Services and Telecommunications: Innovatio
in Human Services Delivery,"i Telecommunica
tions Policy, June, 1978, pp. 137-145, which
is based on the above study.



C. Office of Technology Assessment, The Ro e
of Demonstrations in Federal R&D.

iWashington, 'DeCs: ; r n
Office, July, 1978.

,

The goals.of thin.- study were to develop a
conceptual framework for the analysis of
demonstration projects, synthesize the
literature on 4emonstrations in relation
to this conceptual,tramework, and draw out
implications of the analysis for Congressi nal
action°. Conclusions wese based on a revie of
literature conCerned with (1)idemonstration
as policy inetruments,'"(2)snalyses of spec
'fix social expeiinents, (3) R&D utilization
and,commercialization indirectly relevant t
demonstrations; and (4) prescriptive analyse
of-R&D issues.

Yin, R.K., K.A. Heald, M.P. Vogel, P.D.
Fleischalder, and 4.Cv Vladeck., A Review of
Case Studies of. Technologic/4 Innovations
in State and Local Services, prepared'for'
the National Science Foundation; R-1870-
NSF, Santa Monica, CA: The'sRand Corporation
February, 1976.4,

The,purpose.of this study, aimed, at federal
policy-makers, was to assess previoussexperi-
ences with technological innovationOin local
services and to iden4fy those factors thett
have been associated; with the successful use ,

of such innovations. The study reviewed and
analyzed 140 case studies of local organizi-
tions' first experiences with a new techno-
logical device.

Yin,°R.K., S.K. Quick, P.M. Batenan, and
E.L. Marks, Changing Urban Bureaucracies:
How New Practices Become Routinized, prepared
for the. National Science Foundation, R -2277-
NSF, Santa. Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation,
March, 1978.

The goal of this study was to describe how
new practices in urban bureaucracies involved
in service delivery (i.e.\fire, police, educa-
tion) became routinized; Findings are based



on lifw4hisiory analysis of 19 case studi 5,,
'' which in some instances had endured.10 to 15'

yeare. Corroborating evidence was also co -
looted through telephone interviews at 90
.additional sites.

In presenting the data generate& by these repea
1

-projects, we have organized .heir findings around five
A

'themes. These are:

characteristics of.the innovation itself
which may affect adoption;

* I.

the effects of the organizational environs
ment in which, the innovation is being
adopted;

specific impleMentation factors which
'could foster-theadoptionof an innovation;;

faCtors which Could help, to diffuse the
innovation frdn its initial demonstration

/ to tore widesOreacluse;

AkAthe imp act of federal assistance and ante
vention on institutionalization:

.

3.1 Characteristics of the InnovatiOns.

The six studies identify three features, intrinsic to

an. innovation Which'could encourage its.adoption

the immediate demonstratimrsite. as well. as in *her settings

These are:

. 1) the use of a technology which requir
manirlulation of a hardware device on
daily basig;

an emphasis on the delivery of servicesito
anoutsid user rather than the initiation

19
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of. changer indinternal administrative pio-
cedures; and

3) ap innovation which is compatible with
exiating user values or paSt experiences,.,'

The studies Offer conflicting findings on three further

factor's. ',These are:

.4) the use Of technologies which are simple
to operate versus those with complex
'operating procedures (given sufficient
practitioner.training);

- t

5) implementation processes which can be i

develOped incrementally and which can,bel
reverked at any point during the course I

of the demonstration versus implenienta- i

tions which affect immediately and irre-
vocibly a core function of the agency
involved in service provision; and

\

,6) innovations which offer an advantage over
the eXisting service delivery sys#em ver-
sus innovations which affect positively.

\
\
"bureaucratic self-interest."

, \
,

. The first three of these factors need relatively
\

little explanation. According to Yin, "successful" inno-

C-

5

vative effrs are-4Orrelated with the use of hardware

devices (asopposed to information systems or data analysis)

because they are visible and thus more \easily communicated. 7/

-2/ Yin, R.K.\,, et At., A Review of Cade Studies of Tech-
nologicallInnovations in State and Local Services,
Santa Monica, CA:,The Rand Corporation, 1976. Yin
considers !a technological-innovation "successful"' when
it produces a service improvement and is also incor-
porated into the activities of an organization or when
it does not produce any imorovement and is not incor-
porated. The two alternative combinations (incorporation
but no impiovement or improvement but not incorporation)
ard seen ai "failures" (pp. 18-19). '
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Additionally, innovations that

even if thii requires limiting

operate on A dailyamsi,

the scope of\the project

initially, stand a better chinos of success. .10cmdick

and Goldman concur, pointing out that adoption \,and use. Aare
4

most affected by the'subjeciive views otcpOtenSal users

which are of en bolihded by moregeneral frames of reference,

such as attitudes toward technology'or science. Technologies

allowing such users' to either observe demonstrations or gain

personal experience with their appligatiOns will be most

,successful, since the perception of risks associated with

the innovation can be reduced.

Correlated with thip need for visibility, according to

Yin's' 1976 analy,sii, is the import1ance of "transitive "' inno-

vations which deal directly with changes in the way clients

use services rather than merely with interoal Changes in
, .1

8/
Yin, R.K., et al., Changing Urban Bureaucracies: How
New Practices Become Routinized, Santa 'Monica, CA: The

iorporatortzuMa Yin, in his 1978 assess-
ment, distinguishes betweenstwo types of innovations:
task-specific, in which the innovation is limited to
single service application, and task- diverse, in which'-
an innovation is potentially relevanto a variety of
service applications. The author fin s that, in some,
cases, different factors affect the.successful routini-
zation of,. each type of, task. Thus, in the case of,the
"daily use" factor, a task-specific innovation's inherent
limitations in performing,a diverse array of applications
to gain widespread practitioner support is compensated
by the repetitive number of occasions upon which the
single'relevant application is'performed.

-



administrative procedues.-2/ At the same time, it is

important, that the innovation not conflict with a user's

values or pant experiences. Thus, agein,'material innova-

tions (hardware devices) are more easily adopted than non-

material ones (Processes, ideas). Moreover, an innovation

may have several attrifttet which users valuee such as

convenience, increased Job safety, or reduced physical

'ef fort, but wh,tch diffe m attributes valued by external

evaluitOrs, such as improeld hones time, lives-saved or

changes'in stUdei%t"achicivemen Thusp.it is important to

identify and include In seri, iviry designs pair-offs

in t thai.practitioners can redly experience..124

Finally, Berman and, McLaughlin, among others, note,

that the values and goals implicit in
.ah innovation prOject's

design need to be congruent with those of both the project
. -

participants and their superiors. 4

.1/ It should be noted that Yin sees these intrinsic features
(i.e. Visibility and client-focus) as advancing the ser-
vice improvement 'half of his two-part success model only.
Incorporation, he -feels, occurs when the chief executive
supports the effort; the innovator, implementor, and
advocate for the effort are located inside the agency;
and there are no increases in agency staff.

12/ Yin, Changing Urban Bureaucracies, op% cit. This is
particularly true o? task-specific iItualons for which,
Yin feels, adoption and implementition are the collective
result of individual decisions made by individual prac-
titioners.

r
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Evidence SUpportingthe importance of simplicity,

and teChnologiCal advantige over existing

in adoption and ihstitu-T,

tionalization iS not as clear -cut. Thus; on the 6ne

. both Dordick-ad`Goldminis and Yinis analyses Cite past

service delivery systems a factors

research on in ovation'adoption behavior /Which found that

11the complexity Of oPeration-(i.e. of components of
I

technology behaViors and skills'necessary for successful

e'r, etc..) is
,inversely related to adoption/

On the other h

tion" in urban bureaucracies, finds.'that the amount of per
1

sonnel training in innovation requires -- one measure of

'complexity - does pot affect the outcomes of the taskspecific

innovations he e amified,,gi;.ren sufficient'prictitionerpayoffs

"(see abinre.

ih interesting -to obs' that an.interim-evaluation

of the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

(FIPSE) comes out even more strongly in favor of' complex
,

innovations:12 ReP\search done "for HEW by the NTS Research

11/ The degree of complexity perceived by users may be aggra-
vated if telecommunications experts who consult on the
purchase and installation of,equipment,.leave project
staffyith little,training in the daily use and maintenance,
of the technology.\," --

12/- NTS Research Corporation, An Evaluation of the Fund fof the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, Volume"2: Interim
Report, August 1979,, While this, study makes' several obser-
vations of relevance to this repOrt, we have not formally
included it in our iavieWbecause of the incomplete status
of the projects Under evaluation.
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Corporation found that multidimensionality' was an important

indicator of d 'Pe05.4ot!e-ddoess. NTS folind.thd#. 90'Petcnt'
of the education-based projects: funded' between FY1973 and

FY1979 addressed at least five

for establishing the Program. Additionally

of eight CongresaiOnal pUrpoSes

over half, of the.

counseling,
. .

nil. created at least

projects pursued at least seven .endeavors (e.g.,

instruction, faculty developmet, etc.

five' impacts enhanced career opportUniti'es, imPivved

instructional tebhnigues, increased access)
13/

Such,

ImtltidimensiOnality" Was favored by'FIPSE staff, under the',

.assumptidn that cotplex educational problems had a better-
-.

-chance of succeeding if several facets of the project

were .attacked 'simUltaneouSly.

Additional disagreements arise over the impacts of

innovations n organizational practices. pordick and

1Goldman s an Yin s 1976 analyses find that successful

innovations' are those that are divisible," in the sense

22/ While no direct correlation was made in the FiPSE
report between number of endeavors and/or,, iMpacts
and degree of institutionalization, the authors did
note that of the Fund's projects which were completed
or nearing completion and which were not designed
to terminate after accomplishing a discrete task,
70 percent met the' necessary criteria to achieve ,

institutignalization. These criteria were 1) the
projects continue after Fund support ends; 2), activities
or services are not' substantially reduced; and
3) the project is optimistic about its long-term
survival.



Of being testab e on a restricted ortion of the target

;.population, .:and "reversible. inthat one can return to

the status quo with little difficulty. These are Lai

marked contrast to Yin's 1978 finding that innovations
- ,

which become routinized are thbse which, involve a "core

agency practice." According to this later finding a new

practice can be routinized more effectivelyif one of two

conditions occur: either the capability. for carrying out

the old prnctice is systematically removed aft he new
f

practice has been installed, or the new Practice broadens

the agency's original-array of services' and is formally

recognized in a revised version'- of the agency's mandate.1/

In their analyses of innovation in educational organi-
A

,zations, .Berman and McLaughlin concur with Yin's 1978 findings.

They observe that "treatment cOmplexity''.involvinga com-

prehensive area of curriculum and a critical mass of project

participants or requiring an overall-change in teacher

behavior is likely to induce innovation by establishing

norm for alt.pred. behavior .in the setting'. Similarly,

projects are more likely to succeed if they are integrated

into the on-going procedures of the school or district.

In contrast 'lam authors ,point out that "structural complexity"'

14/
Thls is true 'for-both task-specific and task-diverse
innovatpns, as explained in footnote 8.

across,.school-..



grades and levels -is not likely to result in successful

Projects. Finally the FIPSE report mentioned above notes
.

that over half of the Ftind's paofects caused significant

changes in the operations of the' host institution.151

Fifially, both the Dordick and Goldman and Yip studies

support the'thesis that an innovation must have/a relattve

advantage.. over the system it vsuPercedes. BoWever, drawing

from his own case study analysis, Yin discerns two different

modes of how local agencies innovate, paralleling his two-part

schema for successful innovations. The first model sees inno
.

vation resulting from a concern for product efficiency. It

emphasizes problem-solving, results in service imptovements,

and is dependent for its success on the merit of the_innovation

over existing practices. In the Second model,the, acceptance

of an innovation is motivated by bureaucratic self-interest.

Innovatigns are adopted where they foster bureaucratic growth,

status, and power, even though little service imProvemen

may occur. Thus, according to this two-part schema, the

organizational model within which one operates will determine

the importance of an innovation's advantage over existing

systems.W It is only in the ideal case that Servide

improvements also result in bureaucratic rewards or vice

versa.

15/ NTS Research Corporation, 92. cit., p. iv-17.

4( A ,

Yin eR. et al. 'Changing Urban Bureaucracies, 2E. cit.



3.2 The':Organizdtiorial'Envitonment

n examining organizational factors influencing the adoption

of an innovation, Yin found that the case studies he analyzed

in 1976 all underscored the overriding importance of a cen-

tralized agency withone or more layers of supervisory relation-

ships,. While such centralization can prohibit the development

of horizontal coalitions which might, otherwise initiate an

innovation, it .does facilitate the adoption of an innovation

once it has been introduced. In contrast to Yin s findings,

pordick and Goldman believe that, hierarchical structures

may act as a barrier to innovation because of the high probabi

lity that information conveyed th ough the organization will

be Aistorted or lost. Additional y, the OTA study stresses

the importance of operational flexibility which allows

project personnel either to avoid or recover from 'negative

events or to take advantage, of positive ones. We suspect that

these two conditions are not mutually'exclusive and will' depend

upon
.

the worklIng relationships between project directors and

their staffs.

In considering the organization as it fatei the external

environment, both the Dordick and Goldman and the OTA studies

stress that innovations requiring cooperative action among ele-

ments of an institutional environment will be less likely to

diffuse than ones where their application is. within the scope of

a single institution. Thus, even if the environment is



,developecl, the. technology.:is free of uncertainty and fedOal

funding to support t-available, diffuSion
. .

be 410W and sporadic if 'organizations haVeto :share re-;

soUrc4 adjUst theirOPerational modes to:acOmodate,othei''

oPerational UnitS,:or (3) adcomodatePagendies with disparate

and-cOnflicting gOals;12/

Another way in,which-the organizational. environMent,can
,

-impinge on the:Outcome Of-a-demanatration projeCt4e thrOugh

the,,ruleSHand regulations imposed.Ow the..demostratiOn agency.,r-,

'For example, Dordick'old Goldman note that stateProCurement

policies often require acceptance of the lowest bid. In the

case of telecommunications equipment, this rule often prevents,

reliable suppliers from competing, and can result in technical

difficulties at the outset or during the course of the demon-
.

stration project. Frequently, the ultimate result is that the

demonstration is terminated.

3.3 The'.Implementation Process

Perhaps the greatest number of factors influenCing the

institutionalization of an innovation are specific"to the

conditions under which the innovation is implemented. The

,studies identify.seven of these implementation-specific factors:

17I The OTA study suggests that the use of cable telecommUili-
cations to providg social services will face diffusion
problems because effective use of the medium requires cooper-
ation among .a number of social .dervice and regulatory,agen-.cies as well as several levels of governmenthese-OrganiL
zations frequently,resist efforts of other eg,ncies to enter
their areas of specia/ization.



1) the innovation must be initiated
at the ,local level t,

2) the and%br 'top
agency administrators'of, an agency
should support ,the innovation;

3) the innovation should be led by
an active innovator who will promote,
the ,conditions necessary for an
agency's initial use of the innovation;

those with responsibility for the
diffusion of an irirvat4on within the
agency should part cipate in the
planning sand operation of the demon-
stration including, when necessary,
practitioner-training programs;

clients- should Lparticipate in the
implementation of the demonstration;

4)

5)

6) there should be, no, specific opPcsition
to the. innovation; 'and

7) no rigid time constraints should be,
imposed on-the innovation

SeVeral of the studies

projects that

st reSs that- those demonstration

arost°successEully diffused are those in.'

which the initiatives for action come from local rather than

federal levels. Baer found in his analysis of demonstration

projects that nearly all of the projects wkich showed little

or no diffusiOn success were pushed strongly by federal agencies.-
7

rein concurs, pointing out that since the major conditions that

lead an innovations to be routinized all appear to be internal

18/ Baer categorized cases showing federal initiative as
those involving either (1) a local fetponse to a federal
request specifying the kinds of devices, systems, or
pt'ocesses to' be demonstrated; or (2) a direct federal
initiqtive in Which an organization is requested to
operate a demonstration. Locally initiated projects are,
those which involve e1ther (1) an unsolicited proposal
from a local organization, or (2),a local responst to a
broad federal initiative directed towards a general problem.
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to the. specific local agency, federally initiated.age6daa

should,either be limited or designed with great sophistication.12/

DOrdick and,Goldman'emphasize that from the potential users'

\side, clients are most.likely to adopt those innovations which

alleviate an'agree&-upOn high priority,. need, created either

by crisis conditions or by chronic service deficiencies. User

willingness to 'overcome technical problems and limited resources

is related to the perceived importance of the need. Finally,

Berman and McLaughlin poirit out, that projects initiated in

a problem-solving fashion and addressed at a district's

'central piiorities havlokhe best chances for success. As

the authors observe : .

"(P)tojects with high district priority were likely
to be bontinued.even in cases where they had not
been relatively:successful during their temporary
funding and when they'were expensive for the
district." 20/

Other implementation-specific factors largely pertain

. to the role each member,of the agency plays in the development

of the innovation. Thus,- top agency administrators who

are usually involved in key decisions about an innovation,

such as making available staff or budgetary funds, must

support the innovation, in effect telling project staff how .

seriously they should take the innovation's objectives.

12/ Yin, et al., Chan'ging_pr an Bureaucracies, 2E. cit.

g
12/ Berman; P. and M.W. McLaughlin, .Federal Programs Supporting

Educational Change, Volume IV: The'Findings in Review,
Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, 1975, p. 17.

Al
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Additionally a motivated change' agent from within the agency

is needed to bring information into the,agency, to develop

support ,for the-innoYation,: and to.establish apProptiate

Skills and resources fot initiallyopetating it.21/ :Although

this responsibility can be shared by several people, it,is

critical that the innoyator(s). come'from within the Agency

because such'sourCeshabittally carry greater credibility

and leverageit.kothet irtembedv of the staff. ;Likewise,

throughout*s early life histoiy, an innoVationAutst gain

increased support from agency practitioners.. Such suppOrt

can be generated, in the 'case of task specific innovations,

by promoting individual use of the innovation through the

provision of practitioner training, frequent and regular

planning meetings, and practitioner participation in day-

to-day implementation meetings. In the case of task diverse

innovations, greater appeals to bureaucratic self-interest

may be necessary., Finally, client participation iliCthe

design of the applicaElon is instrumental in assuring the

adoptionof an innovation not only bedause such parti-

cipation enhances cooperation and identifies unanticipated

barriers but also,because participation may provide,

external pressure on the process. Consequently, agency

managers may act with greater care and perseverance if

clients are even potentially involved.

21/
It should be noted that Berman and McLaughlin believe
that project continuation depends more on having. the early.
and lasting support of a principal who affords the project
legitimacy and can secure continued funding than,on an
effective, project director. This may be:particularly true
of educational settings.



\

Two additional factors; identified by Some of the Studies

deserve mention: the first is that in addition to internal

support for an 'innovation, no adversary grip outside the agency'

should specifically opiNe'the innovation. the second is that
\ _

only loose external One constraints should bue imposed on demon-

Stration projects, since, as the-Baer study points out, h w much

'time a project takes is much less important than the information

generated. Baer's case study analysis showed-that all the projects

enjoying greatest diffusion success were able to operate without

stringent time,deadlines. It may be that setting stringent

'deadlines reduces the amount of external interaction between

a demonstration agency and other organizations who may adopt the

innovation in. the future.

3.4 Factors AffectingTransfer

Three factors have been identified by the studies as

affecting the diffusion of an innovation from the demonstration

site to'other agencies. These are:

1) the technology used in the 'innovation
should ha well in hand and highly.
reprodudible from site to site;'

2) a strong industrial system for commer-
cialization should support the technology
used; and

'3) 'no major institutional or regulatory
barriers to diffusion should be
present.
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Baer's analysis of twenty -four demonstrations indicates

that those projects having significant diffueion success were
I

those with medium or low technological uncer ainty., This

relationship is not surprising since, as ea r points out,

the value of a demonstration in providing u eful Information

to potential adopters depends on its opera ing reliably in

a real world environment. If the technolo is not well in

hand, project managers will be preoccupied with developing

and improving the technology rather than with assessing the

resulting product or service. Similarly, as.Dordick and

Goldman emphasize, potential adopters will be hesitant to

invest resources in a technology if-they remain unsure of'

its reliability, durability, administrative feasibility,

and operating costs undo routine conditions.

The OTA Study further. points out4,the importance of
!

demonstrations using technologies with high reproducibility

from site to s te, because unless similar successf results

are experienced at multiple locations, they will not be

credible to potential adopters.

In addition low technological uncertainty, the Baer

study emphapizes e importance of a strong industrial system

for commercializ tion whosz various elements (manufacturers

and purchasers f the new technology, regulators and other

target audien ) are included in the demonstration planning

and . This may be particulaily difficult if the



,park t is new and supplier-purchaser relationships have not

yet b en develop d. However, Baer found that only one

demons ratiOn,pract whidh excluded some "active components"

of the nstitutio71 environment was diffused. "Active

compone ts" are defined by Baer as "thoseAsuppliers and/or

users) hose racticOs would have to be modified if the

.....eilffusion were to take place.
,

I

Finally, as Baer points.oute an innovation clearly will,

not be diffused if 'regulatory or institutional barriers

prevent its widespread use. Demonsteations'may be far

'weaker t6olsfor attacking,such barriers than direct government

intervention through changes in regulations or subsidies.

In addition, as Dordick and Goldman state,,,potential users'

are less likely'to adopt an innovation if they perceive the

possibility of. "red tape."

.3.5 Federal Funding and Assistance

I
o

ThOse studies which-examine the effect of federal support

on the institutionalization of innovations makd the following-\

observations:

22,
It should be remembered that Baer's analysis dealt only
with projects which included private business either as
the intended adopters or manufacturers of the innovapion.
His focus on 'the ultimate commercial viability of anlinno-
vation may lead him to give more emphasis to such factors
as low technological uncertainty and industrial user/
supplier participation in planning than might be required
by projects with ongoing government support.
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1) federal funding on a case-specific basis
(i.e., to demonstrations) may actually.
inhibit-the full incorporation of an
innovation; and

2): cost and risk sharing by non-federal,
participants' is closely associated with
'demonstration success.

in their educational innovation analysis, Berman and

mcLaughlin conclude that while federal funding policies d d

have"an-impact in providing impetus to projects that coul

noii/have otherwise been "initiated, federal money in,nd

\ of itself did not stimulate support, ComMitment or intereSi

Vin change on the part of projedt'personnel.. Sind* 'federal

funding did not alter basic motivations, it failed to

influence those leatures of the innovation that shaped

project implementation strategies' or outcomes.

Additionally, in his 1976 case study analysis Yin

disdovered that there was no relationship between the outcome

of an innovative effort and the presenceof federal support,

for\such activities as technical'aSsistance implementation,.

47

and training of lOcal- personnel. 23/ \ In fact, when Yin examined

servide.improve nt and bureaucratic adoption separately,

11/ Similarly, most project directors surveyed during
the FIPSE evalUatiOn:cited in Section 3.1 did'not
belieVe that' the Fund'a\monitoririq activities sub-.
stantially infl ended t it projects despite-the.
fact\that 90 #e cent. had found those monitoring
activities at 1 st of s help. in project operatiOns
and to percent f und.the und'helpful in identifying
and correcting specific p obleMs.

35
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he uncovered a negative relationship between bureaucratic adop-

tion and federal' funding. Yin does point out that while no single

project may be'abloCto link its success to the availability

of federal dollars, such activities can ba extremely important
.

in developing a more general and.lpng-term R&D capability in'

the Service Sector, both by. stimulating technological developments

and by supportiA4 a network of professiOhal activities.

However, he alsci stresses that the impact of. federal R&D

is likely to be liMited if it is not adequately tied to goods

producers purchasers, and even to .the actions of federal

agencies in othei'leotors.

Closely related to this theme of a federal R&D.-coMmeVcial
0

',sector link are arguments for cost and tisk-sharing with non-
..

federal participants. These are raised by both the-Baer and

the OTA Studies, which stress that a serious commitment to. an

innovation, as indicated .by the performers' willingness to

share costs and risks, is i.tal to the successfulcoperation

and_diffusion of a deMonstt tion. ,Baer's analysis

reveals that demonstrationswithlarge shares.of federal

fdmding (more than 90%i have a poor chance of diffusion success.

AcOrding to the OTA study, an unwillingness to'contribute

to costs may reflect technological uncertainty, weak market

demShd, or inhibiting institutional factors.

'he focus of'both the Baer and OTA studies on private

industry, participation in the innovative process may leed them

to overemphasize this cost-sharing factor. However, Dordick

,
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and, Goldman's analysis of state vocational rehabilitation agencies

also. concludes that, projects operating totally on federal funds

axe less:likely to becoMe institutionalized than those in which'

the. organization invests some :o its own resources. This

investment may be in terms of (1) sufficient and ling-tekm

budget' allocations; (2).assignment of adequate numbers of qualified

personnel to the project; (3) adequate training of;staff members,.

and (4) prcmision of sufficient supplies and maintenance.

Risk-sharin/ is clodely connected to cost-sharing,-

.according to Baer and may be even more important, particp-_

larly if cost-participation involves little-risk. Thus,-

1 aif participants agree to,share in the construction of a project,

but dO not share in contingen'4 cost overruns or stand to

gain a'return on their investment regardless of the outcome

of the project, their motivation to aid in the developMent .

and diffusion of the demonstration' is weaker than If they

sustain substantial losses when the project fails 11/

Bated on the findings of theierespective-studies,
-t

several of the authors Baer and in in particular, assess

the role of the 'federal governmeX,.in 'promoting the .adoption
r

and routinization oftd4lnovations. 7,Their recommendations all

ti

24/ Baer cites the example of a Personal Rapid Transit System in -',
which West Virginia University, the county, and the city of
Morgantown all-,donated land for the necessary rights of,

ywa as their cost contributiofi .to -the demonstration. However,
a clause in the contract stipulated that if the demonstra-.
tion did not meet the university's, needs the.systeth would
be dismantled at federal expense and the land,restored
to its original ,conditiom



note limitations' on the effectiveness 9f demonetratiOnd for-

adVincing,Widespread innovation. ditfusion.

Sher breaks hi& conclusions-'down into four .6bservations

on the charaaeristigt of. d mopst 'rations: (1) they have a

since i.hey., are apPropriate only

and a strong _rationale for

narrow scope for effectiVe se

when' uncertaintjes are not' large

feaeral involvement exists; 42) diffueion of demonstrations

del6end6 on a° well -Articulated Market flpull" rather than tech-

nology "push" f (3)'deMonstrations are 'weak tools for tac
.

% .

institutional. and organizational barriers to diffusi7

(4) large' deltionstrations with heavy federal funding are par-

Ong

and

ticularly- prone to. difficultY. -In light of these observations,
.&

Baer offers, the following strategies for .selecting

strations:

. conduct-the demonstrations on as small .

-a scale and with as little visibility
.as possible;

do not ignore small 'projects iqOlving
incremental improvements to existing
products or processes favos of large
and experimental. projects;

make sure technologies being used°.are
well in hand; and

allovz sufficient time for, slippage in
the project's schedule, especially
when the projects are large and tecli-
nologically. uncertain.

demon,



;'Yin,. in the conclusion to his 1976 analysis, suggests

t since his evidence showed no relationship betwben fedetal

ies and the 'outcomes of specific innovative efforts, such
-

f ral policies may have to aim instead at changing some

of the common, conditions.across local service organizations.

Thus, rather than funding specific demonstration projedts,

federal policies douldbeused to influence, (1) the social

network of service-professionalsu

within which an agency operates;

(2) the matieting context

(3). , the-organizational context

within which,the agency operates; (4) the internal bureau-
,

ctatic context by which the agency itself is organized and

operates; and (5) the regulatory environn n .

In his 1978 analysisv.Yin points to four additional func-

tions in which he feels the federal.government has a role

which cannot be fulfilled by other agencies'. These areI

(1) support of R&D on innovations that are applicable to lodal

service agency programs; (2) promotion.of the transfererice

amd diffusion ofideas from one local site to another;
c . -

(3) evaluation of local project performance and accomplish-.

ments; and (4) assistance to local jurisdictions in dealing

With problems deemed national in significance.



AwANALysIsH(* HEALTilsERV#E DEMONSTRATIONS

In addition to reviewing the above studies on adoption of

service innovations we performed a separate analysis of

factors affecting institutionalization. Our sample was 53

demonstration projects utilizing telecommunications in the

delivery of medical and health services. These projects,

which cover a broad range of technologies applications

and demonstration agenbies,are summarized in the Telehealth

Handbook: A Guide to Telecommunications Technology for

ZRural Health CareI21/

n the first phase of our analysis we compared the

longevity of each project with other factors (such as

type of technozogy, application and agency), which may have

influenced the duration and institutionalization.of the

project. In a second phase, we interviewed the directors

of a sample of the projects. to learn what, if ahy, additional

factors Tay have contributed to the extension or termination

of their respective projects.

4.1 The Cross-Tabulation. Results

The information that was available to us consisted of the

project's title, its time period (including whether 41.t was on-

goirig at the time of publication); the technology(s),used (e.g.,

ZY Bennett, A.M., W.H. Rappaport and F.L. Skinner, Telehealth
Handbook: A Guide to Telecommunications Technology for
Rural Health Care, prepared for the National Center for
Health Services,Research, U.S Department of Health, Education
and Welfare; May 1978, pp. 91-146.
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high7frequencyradio two way the: intended

catiOn(S), .&cantact parson (usually the projeCt direCtor) and

'a 50 to 200 word narrative. This 'narrative typically included

the. local agenciee'invOlved,the' setting (rural or''urbaii), and

a brief discussion of the application and/or the evolution of

the project. Most of the projects were initiated in the early

or middle 1970s. Eciwever 'one which is still bngoing,- dates

back to 1959 and several others. were started during the middle to

late 1,960's. The projects operated in over 30 differen't states.

In addition to longevity, the

analysis were:

type of technology;

factors we examined in our

number of technologies' used;

setting (urban.or rural);

area covered by service;

type of application;

number of application areas;

contact person;

type of organization.

More specifically, we examined the number of years thaidemon-

strations with specific characteristics have lasted. These

results are presented in Exhibit 2.

From these results we see that project longevity does

appear to be related to certain factors more than others. For

example, longevity varies by as much as 4.3 years dependinsAon

the type of technology used in the demonstration. By contrast,

the number, of tedhnologies involved has virtually no'impact on

longevity.



COMPARISON or 1:)ROJECTLONGEVITY AND OTHER .FACTORS

pe of technology
computer
telephone
satellite
2-way audio/data/video
microwave
cable

No. of technologies
one
two
three

Setting
rural
urban
both

Area covered
local

8 4.9
15 5.8
8 3.6

27 6.5
18 7.9
7 7

9, 6.2'
28 6.1
16 6.1

4.7
8,.,2

6.5
by service

county-wide
statewide
region-wide
one or more specific

sites

Type of application
primary care
education
administratio4

No.,of aPplicatton areas
one -

two.
three

Contact person
MD
non-MD.

Type of organization
federal
state
university
hoapital
medical service

11
13
7
9

7 1
4.3
8.4
8.3

45
28
.18

25
19
9

24
29 6.5

5.7
7.8
5.2

6.1
.6.4
6

5.9

6
5

21
6

11

5.6
6

7.5
5

5.1

,,,iNt4imbers do not always add up to the total of projects (53), -since in
dome cases more than one factor applies to a single project and in
other cases entries were eliminated from the exhibit (i.e., cate-
gories with four or fewer entries).



We wili.begin.:ouranalysii by examining those factors

Aghich appear to be'unrelated to longevity. These include

(1) number of:teChnotagies used-,
,

(2) number of applicatiOn_,

areas, and (3) tYpe:Of contac'tpersOn. In: the', first two

cases it might be argued, that an Imcrease ih' the nuMber of

technologies or .the'jllumber of:applications wouXd increase the

complexity of thedeMonstration'project and consequently in-

crease the possibility of technical or organizational impediments.

However, this hypothesis is not confirmed by the. eVidence'.

The longellityof the,projeCts does not substantially' decrease
,

as the number of applications or technologies rises. cSimilarly,

the contact person, generally-the:project leader

/professional/sPecialist (M.D.) or an administtator/manager

(non-M.D.).

4.2 Factors Related to'liongeVity

Two other fadtors -- type of application and type of

organization -- reflect a moderate degree of correlation with

project longevity. Educational applications have survived.

longer than primary care applications (e.g. telediagnosis),

which in turn have fared better than administrative applica-
-

tions. These results are not surprising in that the edu-

cational applications tested were likely to involve more

conventional uses of technology (e.g. instructional tele-

vision) thah primary care and administrative applications.

Similarly the greater longevity of primary care



Administrative applications may be due .to the fact' that

thefOrMerAre more likelyto udeviSible hardWare deViceS

land_tobe,iimed at butSideueleriGTfactOri t4hicn Yin and

otherwliave._suggested encourageadOptiOn.

The 'finding with respect to' organizational setting is more

difficult to. interpret. State agencies and, in particular,

universities appear to be more successfulAan institutionalizing

(or prolonging) telemedicine demonstrations than hospital's,

medical service organizations or federal agencies. Possibly,
I .

the results suggest that for ademonstration agency to be

successful in institutionalizing a service innovation, it may

need to have a broader range of skills than a traditional

service provider. Universities. and state, agencies may

boring more motivations and resources to the-implementation of

demonstrations than hospitals and medical servAce organizations.

In addition they may be less wedded to prevailing service

delivery practices.

Finally, there are three other. factors that cox=relate

highly with project longeviti. These are: (1) the area

covered by, the service demonstration, (2) the type of tech-
-,

nology, and (3) the' setting. In the sample studied, a project

with a statewide or region-wide service area was likely to

last twice as long as a county-Wide or site-specific demon-

stration; Again, interpretation of-these results is difficult,

since we suspept they reflect a miic of historical., managerial, and

political factors. Ond possible explanation is that wider-area

demonstrations are, more likely to obtain legislative or



budgstsrY support at the 'state level'. Another is .'that` wider-

area piojects are likcily'to involve more mature techhologies

and less innovative apOlicationa. At.the same t ine`,' the

findihi challenges the assumption that demonstrations should

start small and be liMited to Specific sites.

The relatiohship of project .longevity to

though. complex, is.in some respecti easier to

26

technology,

exPlain.

jects utilizing microwave' and cable systems as well as

advanced'two-way applications exhibited greater longevity

than'thoSe in which satellite and telephone systems-or com7

puteks were7involved; :'.The longevity of.MiCrOwave-ind Cable

based projects is due in part-to the maturity of these

technologies-. TheiruseAS--.likely to present fewer-system7

reliability, availability and/or maintenance problems. '9n the.

Other hand, the shorter life span of the computer-based Projects

may'ie related to the less "visible" applications involved-.

(i.e., administrative) and to software development difficulties.

Finallk,'we suspect thatsoMe Of thedifferenCes can be ascribed

to non-technOlogical-factorse 'Mich aS:the duration'-of fedekal

funding commitments.. Many of the satellite service demoh-

strations have been restricted to Short -term funding, whereas

a,,number of the two-way (terrestial) applications have received

extended support.

The last factor we were able to identify as potentially

26/ It is also possible that some of the statewide and region-
wide projects were initiated on a smaller scale and were
subsequently expanded 4,



Owing an important role with respect to .project duration was
k .

the demonstration setting. The ldngeVity of the urban projeCts

in our sample was. almost twice that of rural projects, with

mixed urban-rural projects falling in between. Federal

funding commitments and the obvious diffiCulties of initiating

and operating technology-based service innovations in rural

.areas where the iistitutional and technological infrastructure

is likely to be more limited, may have influenced this result..

Theordsults, to the extent that they validly reflect urban-

rural differences, suggest that institutionalization will

occur more readily in urban settings.. To the,extent that

Project longevity is an objective, they also suggest that

rurally-oriented projects should involve an urban component

as wel1.12/

4.3 A Profile on Ongoing Projects

,To reach beyrd some of the limitations of the cross-

tabulation approacp as described-above, we also interviewed

by telephone the dkrectors of a sample of the health care

d monstration projects. Twelve projects were chosen to

7--/ Before utilizing the results of our analysis in designing
future demonstrations, several caveats should be taken into
account, including thefollowing: Our, tabulations included
both ongbing and terminated projects. Thus, it may be that
some of the ongoing projects with short life spans because'`--
of more recent start-up dates will continue to operate and
in fact be institutionalized.. In addition, interdependency
among factors cannot be measured by means of simple cross-
tabulations. It is conceivable, as vje have tried to'suggest
in our interpretations, that it is alparticular mix of
factors-rather than any single factor which contributes
to project longevity or termination.
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represent a range of technOlOgies, applications, sponsoring

Organizatioas, and'settings. The projects were evenly spread
21/

between ongoing and terminated projects. Out-questions

focused on:

technologies used;

services provided;'

source and type of funding;

presence or absence of cost and risk sharing;

use of planning grants;

reasons for_ continuation or termination of the project;

factors promoting diffusion;

need for eiry government support.

Oun examination of project director responses to these

questiOn areas has led us to formulate the following composite

description of six ongoing projects, ranging in duration from

four to thirteen years. The projecis almost all use tech-

.nologies that were fully developed at the time of project

initiation, including microwave, two-way audio/video/data,

cable and telephone. Only one site used a new application of

a developed product. Ensuing technical difficultiea led to

abandonment of the equipment in this case, although service

delivery continued using more conventional means.

The,applications tested in these.projects included primary

care, education and administration, they involved both single

and multiple functions, and they were targeted at both single

and multiple types of users. Service delivery covered local,

regional, and statewide areas and both urban and rural settings.

51.
. ?IV One terminated project could not, be used in this analysis

because of inadequate information provlded during the interview.
al



What is important to not is that in all cases the projec

expanded a cOre',fUnction in the agency's operations to new

ij
locations.

While the projects,were always centrally administered,

:input into decision-making-wis frequently sought frow,t,p level

representatives at user sites. Provision for such input was
Iimportant to the project directors, since all six projedtiv

involved the participation of several both as/

service-deliverers and recipients. Involving several igencies

may have made agency participation more visible and tI s, less

easily retractable. It may also,have prevented lervi e appli-
,

cations from b9poming too site7specific and cap\
of generating.,i broad base for-support.and/or diffus

A majority of, the projects received funding thr ugh. a

combination of local initiative and etrong federal rging to

le

"think bigger." One project was-init ated in response to a

federal RFP. Another was mandated by the state legislature.

(In addition, three of the projectsived seed money for the

first.one to three years of existence. _,These projects are now,
-

largely self-sufficient, relying on charges to users, Medicare

and Medicaid reimbursements, and 'ongoing support as line items

in statethealth carebudgets. The remaining three' projects

have received ongoing federal or,state support since their

initiation, supplemented again by.ueer charges and/br grants

made to individual service providers. None of the projects

required explicit cost- or risk- sharing on the part of the

service deliverer.

48



H if of the pio Oct, did not have planning g

project directors do. t.think they woul have be

The r ning p ojects' h 4 planning.grants rangin

to. $5 oop andVfound them useful in generating In

coordinatl g efforts but not a vital step ih the

of t a .pro ect.

ant and

us ful.

from $14,000'

est and

elopment

.

Project direc, ra a tributed their successes to several

factors. Frpt among thei is the existence of a substantial

'need for th' serviiee provi ed by the project. In several

cases; this eed was i' ktialIIy providii-ariven w,i,th community

vemen co' ng later. Additionally, the

directors felt that thei projects had developed because of the

)indivIdual personalities nvolved -- their vision could

generate both top-level s ppot "for the project and establish

facilitatin "g connections with-other agencies. One projeCt
r

direct?* also.pointed out that the political and budgetary

climate° in/the early 1970's had cultivated,a personal.diplomacy

which May/no longer be possible. Thirdly, directors attribd ed

their successes to the participation of highly- qualified st,ff,
. I

who perceived the projects as opportUnities.to develop their

careers.., Finally, several project director's stressed' the rol

of on7Site_coordinators or promoters, who ged and facilitated

use of he systeM.

Project directors were unc ear on mechanisms for promoting
the 1c:1

on of their service delivery systems at other sites.c/pti
d t

\ i
1\I

\ 53/



Most elt that informal iffusion was provided as physicians

and s udents'obseriving r working in the 4ystem moved to other

lima ions. One project director advocated that doctors who had

led he initial project.deVelOpment should be the one to
1

Am4yi e other sites. they' 'director explained that, although 7
is

limikar projects exisi 40, diffusion had beenVery slow until.-
.'

projects banded together to share information resourceip

once such cooperation had been established, howevero.diffusion

Occurred rapidly. I ,Only two cases had the government (at the

state level) played In role in diffusion. In one case the

Department of Elderly Affairs replicated the original project

model as a result q ongoing contact. between state agendies,

In, the second casei4the state Medicaid office issued an RFP and

funded threeinew projects based on the initial project approach.

In considering ways in whi.Ch theAgovernment might provide

assistance beyond funding, project directors urged that

the outset federal funders should view innovative projects
Ras potentially successful businesses and ,Ohould both

promote and, where possible, faailitatethe transition to

self-sufficiency through contacts, lobbying for changes, in pro-

hibitive federal/policies or other means. They further urged that

given, the goal 0 self-safficienci,the government should be

willing to make longer -term financial commitments to projects

(up to five years) so that projects with the potential for

success would= not collapse prematurely for lack of funds. The

. project leaders also favored mandatory .site visits to similar

projects for information-sharing purpobes.
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4.4 A Profile of:TerMinated Projecti

In evaluating the responses of directors whose projects ha4

lasted from nine monthi to five years biit were then terminated

several interesting contrasts to the above profile become

aPparent. AlMoPt all of the` projects irIvOlYed relatively

simple applications, to single target groupsat.speCifi& sites.

In additiOn, no cooperation between autonomous acAnciesAgas

. re4uired, Less than half of .the`- projects were. iiiitiated

locally; the others were responses tol-apecific REP,.

,the, urging of privateindustry, or directfederal solicitation.

Finally, all but one of the'projects received seed funds only.

While each project directot named a specific reason for why

the project was terminated these reasons stemmed largely ftot7,
.

the above characteristice. ,For example, in one,site-specific

.application ,'a change in medical personnel obviated the need

for the service provided by the project. For other

projects, the relativd simplicity of the application'an4 its

single agency focus made it easier for one malfunctioning

elemerkt to disrupt the-entire project and/or for projects

-with problemsto -be abandoned when their supporting agencies

experienced a financial crunch.

af

Secondly, those projects which were initiated in response

to external encouragement,rather than a. locally-felt need

encountered several; problems which would have probably detekred

,them from initiating such efforts on their qwn and which con-

tributed to, their termination. These ptoblems included lack



of clearcut user interest', union troubles with service'prc

viders-, politiczil conflicts between user ,sites and a lack of

tap level:ComMitMent. InseveralCasesisUch-eXternally.,

generated projects alio resulted in services with ,T10 clear

advantag to utImrs and technologies that were inconvenient

for users, to work with and/or costly, pirticularly where these

technologies were experimental.

Finally, (according to project directors) short-term

seed funding which was terminated prematurely an/or.funding

which required cost-sharing between the federal government and

state or local agencies with fluctuating budgets led td

ckippling financial obstacles in several cases. ,.It is also-
,

interesting to note that even in those dases in which:projects

had the support of commercial entities (a cable TV company,

Bell system), budget cuts in one case and inappropriate

technologies'in the second terminated the project.

4.5 8ummary of the Findings

In reviewing, these projects, it should be remembered that.

some 'of the factors we have attributed to their success or

termination may be influenced by the, projects' particular

focus on health care services. ThUs, applications which

expand a core function in an agency's,Cperations to new

locations, the absbnce of initial-cost/risk sharing with

state oI local agencies, and the opportunity'fbr projects

to be, absorbed ultimately into ongoing state or Medicare

c.7 0'.56



124.4getcPat'13*.fgtolCS

n.healtfi care situations. evertheleSsi 144 believethst

most .of 'the factors discussed ,above have relevance to a broader

range of social service, applications:

Based on, our analysis, we have identified ten factors,
,

which. appear to positivelYAnfluende the duration and

institutionalization of health care-demonstration p dts.

These are:

the use of fully-developed technologies;

applications which extend
to new locations;

an
.

agency's Ore function(s)

central-agency management but proVision for the par-
'ticipation of several autonomous agencies in the
delivery or receiptof a servi,cel.

a project which-is loc'ally initiated and. satisfies
user-felt needs but which receives, federal encour-
agement to enlarge service delivery plans mtere
necessary;

v

no initial cost or risk sharing by state or local
agencies if budgets appear unstable;

opportunities for ~costs of established projects tO
be apsorbed either into state or local ongoing
budgets or to be'coyered by user or institutional
charges etc.;

project personnel with connections to other influ-
ential agencies (in same cases,'such connections
are the result'of a single strong personality- and
-cannot be Willfully incWed in the project's design)';

projects which offer personnel increased Oppor-
tunities for career development;

provisions -for Information exchange and.diffusion
through both fordsl rischeduled.visits to
sites'attemipting Simi ar service delivery systems;



,
.

gOve;ninent:s#130ortror' and fecilitetionHPf.414.',.
transition to selfsUfficiellOythrOUgh;i4Coursgemeut
'clf-theitOpliCatioh'of4),US4ieds-i:PrinCilileS toH
proteci:Managementi,c'aslistan&C-inthe'ASStabliihment--
of'fedskiti agency 001.1taCtP:anaPk9tOtibn-both
to ,other -federal; 'Stater:- d/OrioCelegenCles
and -`to users Within.. the pr ject s'detbnstration

Several of ihese-factors including the use of fully-
.

developed technologies, central agency management and satis
,

faction of user-perceived needs corroborate

findings detaile earlier in this report (Section 3).

the 'research

factors howev6r; such as the benefits of collaborative

relations between autonomous agencies and the hazards of

Other

cost-. or risk-sharing requirements

with the earlier findings. In addition

that projects with wide -area coverage, undertaken by state

agencies_or universities are more likely to endure than

rural, singles -site, local agency projects. Similarly, projects

involving educational applications have a higher chance of

surviving than those with primary care and, especially,

administrative applications,d

Pe



5.0 OPTIONS',AND.IMPLICATIOiS FOB OTP

this -final section, we will apply our research to

the design and vanagement of OTP/DHEWIs demonstration program.

suggesteddiscussion of options and eested courses of action will,

on knowledge

demonstration programs operate. Specifically

in some cases, also be based of how related

we will address

how OTP might modify its demonstration program guidelines and

grantee seleaLion criteria in light of the research findings

as well as alternative activities it might undertake to foster

thdkinstitutionalization of detonstration projects.

Before proceeding with our suggestions, two points need

to be re- emphasized.' One is that the primary perspective of

1 Pokr,,,1 Athis report continues to be that of institutionalizing demon-

strations. As noted in the introduction to this 'report, we

recognize that institutionalization May be only one of several

legitimate program objectivds. Consequently, our suggestions

should, lie evaluated against other objectives that-may be

pertinent. SecondrY it is obvious that sound research on
-

the institutionalization process for social service innovations

is only beginning to develop. As we have noted in previous

sections, conflicting evidence exists on a number of,important

issu such as tte role of formal and informalcollaboration

among, institutions. -Other issues have not been examined

systematically, if :at all. Our suggestions should be seen in
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this context. They,:are not magic formulae, but they may add.:

somevalue to,OTP!'s internal deCision-making..

5.1 Program Implications

There are a number of interrelated issues that,arise with

respect to how OTP's demonstration program might be restructured:

how much emphasis should be placed on
new vs.-established technologies?

should single- or multi-service
applications be supported?

should a larger or smaller' number
of projects be supported and how
much of the budget should be allo-
cated to continuation support?

what kinds of institutions should
be supported?

should cost-sharing requirements be
made more' explicit or increased?

should a planning phase precede the
demonstration phase?

Several of these issues can be addressed in terms of

the research results detailed in earlier sections of this

report (Sections 3 and 4). 'These findings suggest that:

(1) established technologies should be favored; (2) the

°number of applications does not materially affect the likeli-

hood of institutionalization; (3) federal support should

not be limited to a highly limited time period (e.g., one

t year); (4) projects, undertaken by state agencies and



univers ies with access 'to multiple service` Sites are more

likely to endure than local agency projects; and (5) cost-

sharing and planning grants may or may not contribute to the

adoption of service innovations.416 related findingis that

educational applications are less risky from an institutionali-

zation perspective than service delivery or administrative

applicaticlos.

We believe that above findings can be readily translated

into OTP 's program ,guidelines and selection criteria for the

demonstration program. For example, we suggest that the

equipment technolNies used in the demonstrations be relatively

well-established and, reliable. Alternatively, proposals

involving more innovative technologies should be-carefully_

screened by OTP with respect to availability and reliability.-29/

In addition,' applicants should be required to demonstrate

that the'resources for servicing and/or modifying proposed

technical equipment will be available either internally or

on a subcontract basis.

On the question of the types of applications to be tested

in demonstration projects, our findings suggest that emphasis

should be placed on educational uses. However, it may be that

22/ OTP should consider-drawing on the resources of other
agencies (e.g.., NTIA, FCC) or technical consultants to
vefify the availability and reliability of the proposed
technical equipment. 0

1



such an emphasis would run counter to the basic objectives of

the demonstration program. Proposals that aim todevelop inno-

vative approaches in service delivery and administration should

not be excluded per se, but these proposals should be expected

to meet',other'selection criteria even more stringently than

thoie involving educational appliions, so as not to dilute

the prospects,for institutionalization and trAnsfer. With

respect to the related issue of number of apPlications per

demonstration, our findings suggest no need for restrictions

in this area. 30/

Given the strong evidence that unreasonable time constraints

should not be placed on demonstration pro&cts and thatseveral

years may be needed to go from initial demonstration to Institu-
1'

tionalization, we recommend that a substantial portion (4 the

program's funding be allocated to continuaeon grants. This; is

not to suggest, however, that all existing projects be alitomdr

tically refunded. Evidence of progress and the meeting of, the\

types of selection criteria advanced in this report should pre-

cede the d4cision to refund an ongoing project.

_ 30
This is not to imply that a more focused demonstration
program (e:g. health-oriented or multi-setvice oriented)
might not be appropriate for other reasons. It might
be easier to manage a more focused program and/or to
complement the efforts of other DHEW and non-DHEW
agencies.

.4
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In ,contrast, the evidence on cost-sharing and' the value

of pre-demonstration planning grants is not clear-cut. Con-
.

sequently we would not recommend the pursuit of formal

requireme' ts in either of these areas. $owever, the program

should co sider making a small portion Of its funds avdilable

for plann ng grants to applicants who feel this
,

the chances of mounting a viable demonstration.

would improve

Alternatively

or in addition to the planning grant option, 07 should consider

soliciting pre-propodals from demonstration grant applicants.21/

This would increase thechances of screeniAg salient Ileas and

approaches as well as provide an opportunity for pointing out

'deficiencies in the proposed approach, prior to the applicants'

having committed substantial resources to proposal preparation.

Finally,

attention may

the research findings suggest that more careful

need to be played on the.types of organizations

that receive demonstrati support. State agencies, universi-

ties, and other organiz tions with access io several service

delivery sites and/or rganizations capable of close collabora-
.

tion with one 9r more agencies in demonstrating and institu-

tional ilzing innovative services should be given. a preference

over local agencies with more limited institutional'and staff

resour es. Although the findings on this point are not

31/

f

K

s approach has been relied upon, apparently success-
ily, by the Fund for the Improverdent o tsecondary
ucation; .iwtrview with Raymond Lewis, Jr. IPSE, and
ith Baker, Office .of Policy and' Planning, EW.



conclusiVe, they si ggest thatderiain organizations are more-

likely to be able to, take advanta e of, service delivery "net-
-. ?

works"_than others,-:A
\

and that access t such networks may be

important ingredient. t&institutlo 4ization,W 4

a \

5.2 Fostering Institutionalization
k \

One of the most difficult managerial challenges for OTP
\

.

,

will be identifying and evaluating) /the presen0 of; appropriate

institutional climates for testing and adopting service innova-
\

tions. As we noted earlier, the number.of inpu\s necessary
,to acarry a- service innovation from "brainstorm" nd demonstration

'

\
to adoption and transfer is extremely varied, and\undoubtedly

,
\

surpasses the resources of any given agency. At the.same time,

the genesis of a useful service innovation, and the\commitment

to see it become a reality on alarger scale, may st m prin-

cipally from a small core of individuals. In what was can

OTP identify and facilitate the coming together of diop opriate

individual agency and "network" resources?

What follows are several speclfic approaches that could

individually or collectively increase the chancel that a

demonstration project is institutionalized. The first approach

32/ It should be added that these networks can be formal
(i.e. as in the case of a multi-site state service

\ agency) or informal (e.g. collaborative relationships
among a group of agencies and/or individuals).
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reflects what has been 'already emphasized above. To foster

institutionalization, OTP may need to develop more'specific

project selection criteria and devote more resources to eval-
.

uating proposals prior to issuing grants. The advadtage of

this approach is that it concentrates OTP attention on a

iparticular phase of the demonstration-ipcocess grantee

selection. Scrutinizing the budgetdi:y, yechnical, and insti-

tutional capabilities/of applicants in- greater detail could

increase the prospects of ultimate innovation adoptidn ton-
.

siderably. The disadvantage is that the research on which

selectioncriteriaimight be based is still limited, and that

the proposal requirements which applicants must meet are already

extensive; adding additional ones could be burdensome.21/

The above approach could also burden OTP's limited resources,

requiring probably one or more site visits per applicant. An

alternative is to place more emphasis on the applicant agency

demonstrating that it has sufficient ties.with external insti

tutions and individuals, who could play a role in the adoption

or transfer of the innovation.

could be required or, at least

advisory board, consisting of

service agencies, user groups

For example, each applicant

, encouraged to form an

representatives of'collaborating

and community leaders.

33/
' However, when combined with the "preproposals" suggestion,

whichyould'screen out many applicants, the number of appli-
cants who would need to demonstrate their ability to meet
the increased proposal requirements would be reduced.
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Still a third approach would be for OTP to directly assist

selected demOnstration projects in movingfrorti the demonstration

to the, instiutionalization 'phase. The effort involived might

be t'wo-yronged. On the one hind, OTP could,iequirethe projects

to undertake some institutionalitation-oriented planning activi-

tie; (includidg financial planning and service management)

as the demonstrationd progress. On the other, OTP could support

theie steps by adviiing the grantees on alternative appro4ches,

to-achieving oper tional self- suff4.ciency, helping in the promo-...

tion of worthwhil projects and Serving as a Clearinghouse for

sources of'funding,and/or technical assistance in DREW and

'elsewhere. This type of support role, if implemented

efqectively, could,contribute.significantly to the adoption

of service innovation on an ongoing basis; however, it would

undoubtedly require greater staff resources than are currently

available to OTP.

A final option that should be considered is the encouragement

of national '"networking" iV telecommunications-re]ated public

__service delivery. This is an activity that OTP is already

pursuing in both ormal and informal ways, However,. the role

could strengthened by developing a regular program of

activities, including, for example: (1) the organization of

an annual workshop, (2) the conducting of special seminars

on particular public service areas, (3) the encouragement

of regular contacts among demonstration project staffs,

(4) the management of a ci!earinghouse of funding and information



issour
t/ N

soind (5) thenpurishing of a newsletter of periodic

refer ce works. Siam of/these activities could be undertaken

on of oint basis with other.DHEW agencies,and/or othek
I

orga izations such as NTIA Cable Television Inforiation ..

.Cen r and university programs among others.

It may be useful to pursue' all of the directions noted

ak$ove. However., resource limitations are not likely to permit

is. Which particular ciption.is selected should depend on the

level of resource's available (including staff predispositions

toward.a given option), the tAe of relationship with grantees

that OT' will be comfortable in maintaining,.and the priorities

the program sets for itself. For example, if building awareness.

of new service delivery approaches is paramount, the networking

approaches may be most appropriate: In contrast, if the princi-

pal objective over the next two or three years is to demonstrate

that innovative services can be turned into operational programs,

then greater emphasis should be placed on selecting appropriate

grantees and/or assisting individual projects in achieving

operational status.
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